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SPRING 2016 - A blossoming new edition!
April 28 – May 26, 2016

Facebook event: SPRING Festival 2016 | Beirut
Renowned for being a platform to engage on art, change, borders and freedom, Spring Festival
returns this year with a diverse line-up of artists and events that will take Beirut into a blossoming
cultural season. Organised by the Cultural Cooperative Association for Youth in Theater and Cinema
(SHAMS) in partnership with Culture Resource (Al Mawred Al Thaqafy), the month-long biennial
festival runs from April 28, 2016 until 26 May, 2016.
This edition, the seventh regionally and fifth in Lebanon, brings to the forefront, artists who are
(re)defining today’s art and acting for change. With the usual emphasis on Arab artists, the 2016
edition features artists from various countries, including China, Switzerland, Mali, Iran, Iraq, India,
UK, Portugal, France, Kuwait, Syria, Palestine, Tunisia, Algeria and Lebanon.
As the unconventional meets the traditional, SPRING 2016 celebrates accomplishments and diversity
throughout its program and takes place this year in different venues: The Sunflower Theatre, Station,
Beirut Art Center, Radio Beirut, Onomatopeia, Yukunkun, Metro al Madina, Metropolis Empire Sofil,
Empire Cinema Empire - The Spot Nabatiyyeh and Al Hamra Theatre (Istanbouli) in Tyre.
Three showcases form the program of Spring Festival:

Main program

Presenting international performances to local audiences.

Tazamon

Presenting independent and emerging Arab artists supported through the various grant programs
of Al Mawred.

Red Zone

In collaboration with KKV Productions (Norway), Redzone features artists whose work focuses on
freedom of expression and tackles the theme of overcoming barriers.

An overview of SPRING
Since its creation in 2004, the biennial has grown into a regional event featuring a wide spectrum
of local and international contemporary artists from diverse fields including music, theatre, dance,
visual arts, cinema and literature. Over the years, SHAMS and Culture Resource have worked towards
ensuring that SPRING offers creative performances in a diversity of places. Additionally, effort has
been invested in making the festival a destination option for international artists wanting regional
exposure and interactions, and a space to discover the possibilities of cross-cultural exchanges,
connections and collaborations. Over the last editions, with performances taking place in various
cities and venues across the region, SPRING has presented over 250 artists from more than 35
countries and in all forms of art, turning the festival into an important meeting point for audiences
and artists alike.

PROGRAMME
Thursday 28 April at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Circle / October / First Ritual | BEIJING DANCE /LDTX (China)
Dance / Main Program

Saturday 30 April at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Dima Orsho, Jasser Hajj Youssef & Kinan El Azmeh Trio (Tunisia/Syria)
Music / Tazamon

Tuesday 3 & Wednesday 4 May BEIRUT ART CENTER, STATION

Artists Against All Odds | Regional & international responses to a cultural sector at risk
Consultation meeting

PUBLIC SESSIONS
Tuesday 3 May at 2:00 – 4:00PM BEIRUT ART CENTER

I. Artists Against All Odds | Panel discussion
Tuesday 3 May at 4:30PM STATION

II. Sound Syria | Public talk with Tania el Khoury (LB), Lama Kabbanji (LB) and Sana Yazigi (SY)
Tuesday 3 May between 2-8PM | Wednesday 4 through Friday 6 May between 4-8:30PM
Saturday 7 & Sunday 8 May between 3-8.30PM STATION

Gardens Speak | Tania El Khoury (Lebanon)
Interactive sound installation / Red Zone

Thursday 5 May, 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Landscapes of our tears | Collectif Kahraba (Lebanon)
Puppet theatre for adults / Main Program

Friday 6 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Mina | Terez Sliman & Sofia Portugal (Palestine/Portugal)
Music / Tazamon

Saturday 7 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

In the Eruptive Mode: Voices from the hijacked Spring | Sulayman al Bassam (Kuwait)
Theatre / Main Program

Sunday 8 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

From Mahabharata Epic / Classical Indian Dance | Kerala Kathakali Center (India)
Dance Theater / Main Program

Wednesday 11 May at 8:30PM RADIO BEIRUT

Omar Offendum hosted by MC Mad Prophet & DJ Chak from JnoodBeirut (Syria/USA/Lebanon)

Music | Red Zone

Thursday 12 & Friday 13 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Glass | Oussama Ghanam (Syria)
Theatre | Red Zone

PROGRAMME
Saturday 14 May, 8:30 PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Bassekou Kouyate & Garana Roots (Mali)
Music | Main Program

Monday 16 May at 8:30PM ONOMATOPOEIA

Ferhat Tunç & Ertan Tekin with special appearance of Ahmad al Khateeb on percussion
(Turkey/Lebanon) - Music / Red Zone
Friday 20 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Soriana | Basel Rajoub (Syria)
Music | Tazamon

Saturday 21 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE /YUKUNKUN

Identities | Yacine Boulares & Tareq Yamani (Tunisia/Lebanon) followed by DJ Wiz (Switzerland)
Music | Main Program

Sunday 22 May at 9:30pm METRO AL MADINA

Gultrah Sound System (Tunisia) & Labess (Algeria/Canada)
Music | Main Program

Monday 23 May at 11:30AM & 5PM CINEMA EMPIRE THE SPOT / NABATIYEH
Tuesday 24 May at 11:30AM AL HAMRA THEATRE (ISTANBOULI) / TYRE

Origin of a Tale | Collectif Kahraba (Lebanon)
Theatre | Main Program

23 to 26 May METROPOLIS EMPIRE SOFIL

FILM SCREENINGS FROM IRAQ & TUNISIA
Monday 23 May at 6:30PM | Duration: 334 minutes
Homeland: Iraq Year Zero / by Abbas Fadhel (Iraq, 2015)

Cinema | Red Zone - The film screening is preceded by a Q&A with the director, starting at 5:30PM

Tuesday 24 May at 8PM | Duration: 92 Minutes
In the Sands of Babylon / by Mohamed Al Daradji (Iraq, 2013)
Cinema | Red Zone

Wednesday 25 May at 8PM | Duration: 75 minutes
Letter to the King / by Hisham Zaman (Iraq, 2014)
Cinema | Red Zone

Thursday 26 May at 8PM | Duration: 83 minutes
Borders of Heaven / by Fares Naanaa (Tunisia, 2015)
Cinema | Main

PROGRAMME - DETAILED
Thursday 28 April at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Circle / October / First Ritual | BEIJING DANCE /LDTX
(China)

Dance / Main
Circle, October and First Ritual – A triple bill with thirteen exquisite
dancers on stage will sweep you off your feet and take you on a
journey into China’s modern dance expression. Beijing Dance /
LDTX was founded in September 2005, under the artistic direction of
Willy Tsao, China’s foremost figure in modern dance. The company
aims to create an open platform for contemporary dance artists in China, and to promote the conception of modern
dance as a multi-faceted form of arts.
Saturday 30 April at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Dima Orsho, Jasser Hajj Youssef & Kinan El Azmeh Trio
(Tunisia/Syria)

Music / Tazamon
Dima Orsho is the first Syrian soprano with Masters degree in opera
performance from The Boston Conservatory, holding as well a B.M.
degree in Opera performance & clarinet from Damascus High
Institute of Music and Drama. Since 2003, she has been a member
of Hewar ensemble alongside Kinan Azmeh and Issam Rafea. Jasser
Hajj Youssef is a Tunisian violinist whose work as a player and composer deals with a wide variety of musical genres:
Oriental music, contemporary music and jazz. Belonging to the young guard of the soloists of Arab music, he played
with many great musicians all over the world. Kinan el Azmeh was the first Arab musician to win first prize in the
Nicolay Rubinstein International Youth competition in Moscow, Russia.Trained in his native Damascus and a graduate
of New York’s Juilliard School and the City University of New York, clarinetist Kinan Azmeh has won international
acclaim as a composer, performer, improviser and recording artist in a wide range of musical genres.
Tuesday 3 & Wednesday 4 May BEIRUT ART CENTER, STATION

Artists Against All Odds | Regional & international responses to a cultural sector at risk
Closed consultation meeting

For the first time in the Arab region, Spring Festival is bringing together local, regional and international
stakeholders concerned with the safety of artists and cultural professionals for a two-day consultation meeting.
As cultural and human rights organisations around the world are examining the effects of political, social and
demographic changes on the arts, the purpose of the meeting is to map the existing response mechanisms and
come out with recommendations for further collective actions towards the protection of the cultural sector and
the development of artistic practices.

PUBLIC SESSIONS
Tuesday 3 May at 2:00 – 4:00PM BEIRUT ART CENTER

I. Artists Against All Odds | Panel discussion
Increasing numbers of artists are, through their artistic expression, supporting human rights and social justice
objectives for their communities. In return they can face varying degrees and forms of risk. Several initiatives
have seen light to ensure the safety of those professionals and the continuation of the important work they do.
What are these initiatives and what challenges are they facing today?

Tuesday 3 May at 4:30PM STATION

II. Sound Syria | Public talk with Tania el Khoury (LB), Lama Kabbanji (LB) and Sana Yazigi (SY)
In the context of uprisings and political change, telling stories is a political act. Through their work, artists and
activists have challenged the grand narratives imposed on people by oppressive regimes, counterrevolutionary
forces and mainstream media. Live artist Tania El Khoury, alongside researcher Lama Kabbanji and founder of
Creative Memory of the Syrian Revolution Sana Yazigi come together to discuss their work and various forms
of documenting our political realities.

Tuesday 3 May between 2-8PM | Wednesday 4 through Friday 6
May between 4-8:30PM
Saturday 7 & Sunday 8 May between 3-8.30PM STATION

Gardens Speak | Tania El Khoury (Lebanon)
Interactive sound installation / Red Zone

Gardens Speak is an interactive sound installation containing the
oral histories of ten ordinary people who were buried in Syrian
gardens. Each narrative has been carefully constructed with the
friends and family members of the deceased to retell their stories
as they themselves may have recounted it. They are compiled with
found audio that evidences their final moments. Tania El Khoury is a live artist working between London and
Beirut. She creates interactive installations and performances in which the audience is an active collaborator. Tania’s
work has been shown in five continents in spaces ranging from museums to cable cars. She is the recipient of the
Total Theatre Innovation Award and the Arches Brick Award. Tania is co-founder of Dictaphone Group, an urban
research and site-specific performance collective in Beirut.

Thursday 5 May, 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Landscapes of our tears | Collectif Kahraba (Lebanon)
Puppet theatre for adults / Main Program

Job, the mythic character from the biblical “Book of Job”,
frequently comes to mind when living in the Middle East. He who,
upon his bed of ashes, curses the day he was born. He who has
lost everything, yet disavows nothing. Dispossessed landscapes
as an allegory to the heart of Job turn the scrolling ink on stage
into an allegory to our interior landscapes. Written by Romanian
renowned author Matei Visniec, directed by Eric Deniaud and
performed by Aurelien Zouki, Dominique Pifarely, Marielise Aad
and Dana Mikhael with the voice of Lebanese theatre icon Roger Assaf, this visual poem is about the things that
escape us and make us lose control.

Friday 6 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Mina | Terez Sliman & Sofia Portugal (Palestine/Portugal)
Music / Tazamon

Mina (Arabic for port, Portuguese for mine or source) is an
international music project that deeply excavates the land of
memory. The band was formed to hunt for its musical legacy,
enriched by the experience of its people. From instinct and its
pure sensory, the artists wrote and chanted about love and wars,
relationships and beauty, mother nature and the stories of their ancestors, manifesting with joy their conditions
and customs and their revolutionaries’ dream for freedom.

Saturday 7 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

In the Eruptive Mode: Voices from the hijacked Spring |
Sulayman al Bassam (Kuwait)
Theatre / Main

Developed in response to the ongoing struggles of the Arab Spring,
In the Eruptive mode is an exploration of violence and desire in
the contemporary Arab world. Written as a series of mocking,
visceral and poetic monologues, the work captures the voices of
individuals caught in the convulsions of change. An earlier version of the work was world premiered at Sydney
Festival; Spring Festival is presenting a regional premiere of In the Eruptive Mode in its final version.

Sunday 8 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

From Mahabharata Epic / Classical Indian Dance | Kerala
Kathakali Center (India)
Dance Theater / Main

Founded in 1990 in Kochi, the oldest state in Kerala, Kerala
Kathakali Centre is one of the most famous Kathakali theatres
in South India. Khatakali, being one of the oldest dance theatre
forms in the world combining literature, music, painting, acting
and dance, this performance is an invitation to immerse in the
traditional Hindu mythology. From Mahabharata Epic starts with a 30 minute make-up session to create
the Kathakali mask then goes into a demonstration of Kathakali’s basic facial expression techniques to end
with excerpts from the Epic of Mahabharata. Indian Classical Dance is performed according to rituals by two
classical indian female dancers whose vivid expression demonstrated by the virtuous movement of their eyes,
hands and feet narrates the dramatic aspects of nature and emotions.

Wednesday 11 May at 8:30PM RADIO BEIRUT

Omar Offendum hosted by MC Mad Prophet & DJ Chak
from JnoodBeirut (Syria/USA/Lebanon)
Music | Red Zone

Omar Offendum is a Syrian-American Hip-Hop artist - born in Saudi
Arabia, raised in Washington DC and living in Los Angeles. He has
been featured on several major news outlets (Aljazeera / PBS / LA
Times / Rolling Stone / VICE / NY Times / The European), toured the
world to promote his music, helped raise hundreds of thousands
of dollars for various humanitarian relief organizations, lectured at a number of academic institutions, and, most
recently, been involved in creating several songs about the popular democratic uprisings throughout the Middle East
& North Africa.

Thursday 12 & Friday 13 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Glass | Oussama Ghanam (Syria)
Theatre | Red Zone

While continuing to experiment with Syrian artists around the
different theatrical influences, in Glass, Oussama Ghanam tries
to pick up parts of the residents of Damascus feelings during
the exceptional past years. In this free adaptation of Tennesse
William’s Glass Menagerie, Damascus reveals itself as beautiful,
fragile and transparent as glass. Oussama Ghanam is one of the
leading Syrian young theatre makers. In 2010, he founded Damascus' Theater Lab (DTL), an independent artistic
entity that works towards establishing a theater that is based on creative and artistic research of the modern trends
in theater production as well as exploring therelationship between theater and social reality.

Saturday 14 May, 8:30 PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Bassekou Kouyate & Garana Roots (Mali)
Music | Main
The inspiration behind Bassekou’s new quintet, Garana Roots, is
to showcase the rich soundscape of this part of the middle Niger
valley. Bassekou Kouyate & Garana Roots is specially put together
for Spring Festival by the Aga Khan Music Initiative. Bassekou
Kouyate is a master player of the ngoni, one of West Africa’s oldest
instruments. Bassekou has taken this traditional lute, transforming it
through the use of amplification, pedal effects and playing techniques borrowed from the electric guitar. Multi-award
winner, with four acclaimed solo albums and numerous collaborations, Bassekou is one of Africa’s most brilliant
performers. No matter how far he has strayed into the world of fusion, Bassekou remains firmly in touch with his
roots in his home village, Garana, where most of his family still lives and practice centuries’ old music of oral tradition.

Monday 16 May at 8:30PM ONOMATOPOEIA

Ferhat Tunç & Ertan Tekin with special appearance of
Ahmad al Khateeb on percussion
(Turkey/Lebanon) - Music / Red Zone
KurdishTurkish musician, Ferhat Tunç, was born in 1964 in Turkey’s
eastern region, Dersim. He began playing music at an early age,
becoming a prolific player of the baglama (a traditional stringed
musical instrument) and the saz (a traditional stringed musical
instrument) His music has been censored in Turkey because of his
insistence to sing in Kurdish. Much of his work focuses on issues of
oppression, exile, humiliation and persecution. Tunç is a winner of the Freemuse Award for his work. The Freemuse
Award is given to an individual or an organization that “has worked for freedom of musical expression in a remarkable
way”. Tunç is considered to be an important voice for the rights of the Kurds. Born in Istanbul, Ertan Tekin was
introduced to music at the age of 6. He learned to play many instruments from his father and specialized in the duduk,
mey and zurna. . Much of his music focuses on Kurdish, Armenian and Anatolian traditional music. He released his
first album, Demans (Dementia), in 2011. He has worked with various musicians and composed music for television
and motion picture.

Friday 20 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE

Soriana | Basel Rajoub (Syria)
Music | Tazamon

In Soriana (which translates into “Our Syria”), Basel Rajoub joined
by qanun virtuoso Feras Charestan, renowned percussionist
Andrea Piccioni and the sublime voice of Lynn Adib. Partcomposed, part-improvised, the program uses the microtonal
subtleties of Arab music to generate a sublime mix of spontaneity
and control rooted in a 1000-year-old tradition of improvisation.
The program celebrates the artists’ cultural heritage and pays
homage to the land that gave them the gift of musical knowledge. Basel Rajoub is a saxophonist and composer
whose music celebrates the rich culture of Syria.

continued >>>>

Saturday 21 May at 8:30PM SUNFLOWER THEATRE /YUKUNKUN

Identities | Yacine Boulares & Tareq Yamani (Tunisia/
Lebanon) followed by DJ Wiz (Switzerland)
Music | Main
Yacine Boulares is a New York based French-Tunisian saxophonist
and composer. Awarded most outstanding soloist at the international
Esprit Jazz festival competition, he performed at major international
festivals and venues and has shared the stage and recorded with the
likes of Richard Bona, Placido Domingo, and Aka Moon. Tareq Yamani
is an American-Lebanese New York based award-winning composer.
Since the release of his debut "Ashur" in 2012, Tarek has been dedicated to exploring relationships between AfricanAmerican Jazz and Arabic rhythms/maqams.
DJ Wiz was raised in Biel/Bienne, a city aka Switzerland's mecca for Hip Hop enthusiasts. DJ WIZ began DJing during
the late 90s and after over a decade behind the decks, he took his first steps as a beatmaker with the release of his
2010 debut album as part of the group Ruck N’Wiz. Ruck N'Wiz won the national M4Music "Urban" Award in 2011 and
established themselves in Switzerland’s Hip Hop landscape. As a solo artist, WIZ was able to develop his reputation
from a wellrespected underground Hip Hop head into a celebrated musical all-rounder, said to be one of his country's
most versatile DJs and quickly gaining international attention as a multi-genre artist.

Sunday 22 May at 9:30pm METRO AL MADINA

Gultrah Sound System (Tunisia) & Labess (Algeria/Canada)
Music | Main

Labess - In 2004, Algerian Nadjim Bouizzoul founded Labess, where
he sings in Arabic, French and Spanish. The group mixes traditional
North African instruments (krakeb) with bass, clarinet, trumpet,
guitar, drums and percussion. The band’s sound palette includes
contemporary fusion style with Cuban Guarancha, flamenco, gypsy
rumba and traditional North African music. Gultrah Sound system
- Founded in 2006 by Tunisian Halim Yousfi, Gultrah Sound System
was the result of the encounter with fellow band member, Wissem Ziadi. Through fluid and catchy melodies, Gultrah
Sound System addresses topics that deal with the life of the "Tounsi" (or “Tunisian”). The band alternates between
the gravity and the humor of daily life in their lyrics. The band is always in perpetual search of new sounds, exploring
multiple genres such as rap, funk, Afrobeat, roots, reggae, raga and ska.

Monday 23 May at 11:30AM & 5PM CINEMA EMPIRE THE SPOT
/ NABATIYEH - Tuesday 24 May at 11:30AM AL HAMRA THEATRE
(ISTANBOULI) / TYRE

Origin of a Tale | Collectif Kahraba (Lebanon)
Theatre | Main

The first fable may have even been modeled from clay. The central
element will be clay in layered sheets, in piles, in blocks, in basrelief, modeled live, etc. giving life to figures and spaces. It is from
and through this raw material that the two interpreters will build
the genealogy of fables and their origins. Combining live sculpture, drawing, movement, object manipulation
and sound creation, the piece is open to kids from the age of six and their families.

FILM SCREENINGS FROM IRAQ & TUNISIA / 23 to 26 May METROPOLIS EMPIRE SOFIL
Be it in Iraq, pre and post American invasion, through an immigrant journey during the Gulf War, or a personal
loss in Tunisia; stories vary and yet come out of similar realities, turning every time into a profound reflection
on the many shaded human relations. Spring Festival 2016 film selection reflects on the current rationale of
change, questioning the distance (or lack of) between the personal and the political in today’s Arab landscape.

TICKETS & VENUES
Tickets are available at all branches of Librairire Antoine and on www.antointicketing.com
A limited amount of tickets will also be available at the door.

Sunflower Theatre:
SAMI EL SOLH Avenue, Beirut
+961 1 381290
springfestivalbeirut@gmail.com

Station
Jisr El Wati - Beirut.
+961 71 684 218
info@stationbeirut.com

Beirut Art Center

Jisr El Wati - Off Corniche an Nahr. Building 13, Street 97, Zone 66 Adlieh، Beirut.
+961 (0) 1 397 018
info@beirutartcenter.org

Radio Beirut
Rue d'Armenie, Mar Mikhael, Beirut
+961 1 570 277
live@radiobeirut.net

Onomatopoeia
Sioufi, Beirut
+961 1 398 986

Yukunkun
Rue du Liban, Beirut
+961 71 861 874

Metro Al Madina
Sarolla Building, Minus 2, Hamra, Beirut
+961 76 30 93 63

Metropolis Empire Sofil
Centre Sofil, Ground floor, Achrafieh, Beirut
+961 1 204080

Cinema Empire - The Spot Nabatiyyeh
Istanbouli Theatre, Tyre
Tyre, Lebanon
+961 70 903 846

About SHAMS
Founded in Beirut in January 1999, SHAMS is an independent non-profit cooperative cultural association based
in Sunflower Theatre in Beirut’s Tayyouneh neighbourhood. Destined to become a space for meetings and
debates, creation and reflection, SHAMS aims to bring together youth from the various segments of Lebanese
society, be they religious, political or communitarian, all the while providing the necessary tools for training,
capacity building, creativity collaboration, and instigating debates within the different sectors of the Lebanese
cultural mosaic. Shams works on building cultural exchange networks and creating bridges of cooperation
with cultural and artistic spaces regionally and internationally.

About Culture Resource
Culture Resource is a regional, non-profit organization founded in 2004 that seeks to support artistic creativity
in the Arab region and to encourage cultural exchange between intellectuals and artists within the region and
abroad. The programs, services and events produced by Culture Resource come all from a deep appreciation
of the renewable value of Arab cultural heritage. Culture Resource believes in supporting both young artists
and the alternative culture scenes throughout the Arab region with the intent of liberating the imagination and
stimulating artistic and cultural progress. Culture Resource aims to create a vibrant, diverse and interconnected
cultural life throughout the Arab region.

Press contact & Media inquiries
Kindly contact Nasri Sayegh or Abraham Zeitoun at: info@bekult.com / +961 3 035 298

Online tags
#SPRINGfestival - #SF2016 - #beirut_blossoms

SPRING festival is organised by SHAMS Association in partnership with Al Mawred
Partners: Lebanese Ministry of Tourism, Lebanese Ministry of Culture, Municipality of Beirut, Embassy of
Switzerland in Lebanon, Golden Tulip Hotel de Ville and Al Jadeed TV
Media partners: Annahar, L'Orient-Le Jour, Al Akhbar, Assafir, Al Modon, Agenda Culturel, MTV, Sawt el Shaab,
Light FM, Radio Beirut, Nostalgie, Aghani Aghani, Wahm Productions
Supporters: Embassy of China in Lebanon, Embassy of India in Lebanon, British Council, EUNIC, Institut
Français du Liban, Heinrich Boell Stiftung, Institut Français du Liban Sud, Lebanese National Commission for
UNESCO, Goethe Institute, Tamasi, Sida, Live Love Lebanon, Adlir
Communication partners: BeKult, IRAB, Beirut & Beyond International Music Festival
Sponsors: Wallstreet Bar & Grill, BOBO, Molo, Bardo, Onno, Sushi Shack

